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Project idea

**Agenda 2030 – Sustainable Development Goals**

Personal contributions in form of projects relevant for each country

Dialogue between students, adults & politicians

**Democracy & European institutions**

Interviews with politicians regarding sustainability

“Regionally rooted – thinking European”

**Radio podcasts**
Project logo

- Students from each country created project logos
- Voting for the best logo took place on eTwinning
- Winner: Italian logo
Croatian actions *(excerpt)*

- Introduction to SDGs
- Workshop with radio expert on how to make podcasts
- Lessons about EU institutions with quiz on Kahoot
- Cleaning actions
- “No more plastic bags” exhibition
- Main topics: against food waste at the school canteen & pollution
Our actions – Spain (excerpt)

- Introduction to SDGs
- Cleaning actions
- Visit of Spanish radio station
- Interview with mayor
- Main topics: against poaching & deforestation
Our actions – Greece
(excerpt)

• Cleaning actions in town and at the beach of Kalamata
• Collecting donations for “The Smile of a Child” against hunger
• Raising awareness
Our actions – Italy (excerpt)

• Creation of a school garden (vertical, garden for pollinators, compost)
• Against food waste at the school canteen
• Biking & Skating to school
• Zero Waste Day
Our actions – Germany

- Students created a prototype of a basketball basket as a trash bin
- “Let’s make it fun to dispose of garbage”
Our actions – Germany

• Students created a collecting box for deposit bottles
• “Leave your trash here – we’ll dispose of it for you!”
Our actions – Germany

• Students wrote a letter to their fellow students from primary & secondary school
• Donations for the *Bahnhofsmiission* (=homeless people) of 600€
• Hygienic products, chocolate, coffee, bread, …
Our actions – Germany

- For a sustainable and energy-generating schoolyard
- Students created plans for hamster wheels generating energy
- More movement – better memorizing
Videoconference: Voting for best project

- 3 – 4 students from each country selected for videoconference
- Short quiz about each country as kick-off event
- Presentation of projects
- Voting for the best one
- Winner: Italy “Food waste”
Group mobility – visit at German school day 1 (25/04/2022)

- Welcoming by principal
- Guided tour of the school led by German students
- Getting-to-know games
- Presentation of projects
- Preparation of interviews
- Dinner with Dr. Markus Rösler (deputy of Green Party, Landtag) in the evening
Group mobility – visit at German school on 26/04/2022: Interviews with local politicians

Tayfun Tok (Green Party)

Mayor of Sachsenheim, Holger Albrich

Bernhard Dietrich, Principal of GMS am Sonnenfeld
Group mobility in Brussels from April 27-30, 2022

- Guided tour of the European Headquarter by Mr. Michael Krumb (state representation of Baden-Württemberg)
- Interview with MEP Rainer Wieland (German/Greek group)
- Visit House of European History, Parlamentarium, parliament & interviews with MEPs
Most sustainable these days:
Friendships
Understanding of other cultures
”They are like us”